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Abstract. The high species diversity of aquatic and terrestrial faunas in eastern North America has been attributed
to range reductions and allopatric diversification resulting from historical climate change. The role these processes
may have played in speciation is still a matter of considerable debate; however, their impacts on intraspecific genetic
structure have been well documented. We use mitochondrial DNA sequences to reconstruct an intraspecific phylogeny
of the widespread North American spotted salamander, Ambystoma maculatum, and test whether phylogenetic patterns
conform to regional biogeographical hypotheses about the origins of diversity in eastern North America. Specifically,
we address the number and locations of historical refugia, the extent and patterns of postglacial colonization by
divergent lineages, and the origin and affinities of populations in the Interior Highland region. Despite apparent
morphological uniformity, genetic discontinuities throughout the range of this species suggest that populations were
historically fragmented in at least two refugia in the southern Appalachian Mountains. The ranges of these two highly
divergent clades expanded northward, resulting in two widely distributed lineages that are sympatric in regions
previously proposed as suture zones for other taxa. The evolutionary history of spotted salamander populations
underscores the generality of biogeographical processes in eastern North America: despite differences in population
size, glacial refugia, and vagility, similar signatures of differentiation are evident among and within widespread taxa.
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Pleistocene climatic changes, and associated glacial advances and retreats, caused range reductions that contributed
to genetic diversification of taxa worldwide (Hewitt 1996,
2000). Whether these events played a role in speciation is
currently a topic of debate (Klicka and Zink 1997, 1998,
1999; Avise and Walker 1998; Avise et al. 1998); however,
many species show intraspecific levels of genetic differentiation attributable to vicariance and/or demographic processes since the Plio-Pleistocene (e.g., Bernatchez and Dodson 1991; Bernatchez and Wilson 1998; Alexandrino et al.
2000; Steinfartz et al. 2000; Bernatchez 2001). For many
taxa in the Northern hemisphere, climate change during the
Pleistocene glacial periods caused extinctions and range adjustments, or population divergences due to fragmentation in
southern refugia (Avise 1992; Hewitt 1996, 2000). Consequently, many populations currently found in previously glaciated areas result from recent colonization by one or more
refugial lineages (Jaarola and Tegelström 1995; Branco et al.
2002). Recently, a number of studies of the fauna of eastern
North America have demonstrated the importance of these
processes in shaping the distribution of genetic variation
within and among species (e.g., Bernatchez and Wilson 1998;
Burbrink et al. 2000; Austin et al. 2002). Reconstructing the
population histories of these northern taxa and interpreting
distributional patterns of genetic variation is possible using
phylogenetic approaches and predictions based on population
genetic theory. Combined, these approaches enable us to explore the range of intra- to interspecific levels of differentiation within this regional biota.
Widespread taxa that currently occupy both historically
2 Present address: Center for Population Biology, Section of Evolution and Ecology, University of California, Davis, California
95616; E-mail: wksavage@ucdavis.edu.

glaciated and unglaciated areas are ideal systems with which
to examine the generality of intra- and interspecific phylogenetic patterns caused by allopatric fragmentation and range
shifts (Hewitt 1996, 2000; Bernatchez and Wilson 1998; Conroy and Cook 2000). In some cases, detailed assessment of
widespread taxa reveals that previously recognized morphological races or subspecies do not form monophyletic groups
(Burbrink et al. 2000); alternatively, cryptic diversity has
been found in widespread taxa that are seemingly morphologically invariant (Riddle et al. 2000; Jockusch and Wake
2002; Austin et al. 2002). Regardless of the concordance with
morphological diversification, genetic divergences sometimes approach the boundary between inter- and intraspecific
variation, and may result from historical population fragmentation during maximal glacial activity (Walker and Avise
1998; Burbrink et al. 2000).
Most studies of genetic structure in eastern North America
focus on taxa restricted to only a few biogeographical regions
that were not directly affected by glaciers (e.g., Vogler and
DeSalle 1993; Ellsworth et al. 1994; Walker and Avise 1998;
Donovan et al. 2000). Fewer studies have examined terrestrial
taxa currently occupying historically glaciated and unglaciated areas (e.g., Highton and Webster 1976; Hayes and
Harrison 1992; Phillips 1994; Highton 1995; Shaffer and
McKnight 1996; Arbogast 1999; Rodrı́guez-Robles and De
Jesús-Escobar 2000; Starkey et al. 2003). In general, studies
of population differentiation in terrestrial and aquatic taxa of
southeastern North America reveal common patterns of differentiation that reflect allopatric fragmentation caused by
glacial activity (Winker and Howard 1977a,b). Despite these
commonalities, the degree of postglacial range expansion
varies among taxa, presumably due to landscape features and
species-specific attributes (Hewitt 2000). In southeastern
North America we typically observe spatial isolation of di-
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vergent lineages, with little sympatry among them (e.g., Avise 1992; Vogler and DeSalle 1993; Walker and Avise 1998;
Burbrink et al. 2000; Weisrock and Janzen 2000). However,
when lineages do co-exist, these regions of sympatry (i.e.,
secondary contact) generally coincide with the suture zones
described by Remington (1968) in his species-level analyses
of terrestrial animal hybrid zones. Thus, the same factors that
influenced patterns of species diversification and secondary
contact produced similar effects on intraspecific lineages, although at a different evolutionary scale.
The Interior Highlands region, including the Ozark and
Ouachita Uplands in Missouri (MO) and Arkansas (AR), has
been proposed as an important glacial refugium for taxa in
eastern North America. This is supported by observations
that species and populations in the Interior Highlands of
North America exhibit phylogenetic affinities to taxa distributed in the southern Appalachian Mountains (the eastern
Highlands). The affinities of faunas in these disjunct upland
regions (collectively referred to as the Central Highlands)
have led to two competing hypotheses to explain this biogeographic pattern (Strange and Burr 1997; Near et al. 2001).
Species either evolved in the eastern Highlands and dispersed
westward during the Pleistocene (the Central Highlands
Pleistocene dispersal hypothesis), or arose from vicariance
events that isolated populations into remnants in the Interior
and eastern Highlands (the pre-Pleistocene Central Highlands
vicariance hypothesis; Pflieger 1971; Mayden 1985, 1987;
Wiley and Mayden 1985). The vicariant hypothesis assumes
that patterns of diversity existed prior to the Pleistocene; thus,
recent glaciations were not necessarily the isolating mechanism underlying population differentiation or speciation
(Mayden 1988). Support for either scenario can be tested by
molecular phylogenetic reconstruction and inference from
nested haplotype networks.
Here, we evaluate biogeographic patterns and origins of
genetic diversity in eastern North America with a phylogenetic analysis of populations across the range of the spotted
salamander (Ambystoma maculatum). This species is widely
distributed across eastern North America, including the Interior and eastern Highlands and previously glaciated regions
(Fig. 1). In a previous molecular study of this species, Phillips
(1994) found two divergent mitochondrial clades with a peculiar biogeographic pattern: a clade distributed in the east
and west of the species’ range was seemingly bisected by a
central lineage. However, that study focused on differentiation among populations in the Ozarks, and sampling throughout the range was less comprehensive. We extend upon those
findings with augmented population sampling, particularly in
regions that may elucidate historical processes in the evolution of these two lineages. Using phylogenetic reconstruction and nested cladistic analyses we compare sequence variation among populations to: (1) infer the distribution of ancestral populations affected by glacial activity, (2) examine
levels and patterns of intraspecific genetic variation caused
by glacial fragmentation and postglacial colonization routes,
and (3) test the validity of biogeographic hypotheses about
the origin of the Central Highland populations.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Population Sampling and Laboratory Protocols
We obtained spotted salamander samples from 82 localities
(N 5 185) during 1999 and 2000 (Fig. 1). Multiple larvae
or adults were sampled at each locality when possible; in
cases where we obtained field-collected egg clutches we included only one individual from each clutch in the study. We
also obtained tissues of A. opacum and A. gracile as outgroups
for phylogenetic reconstruction (Shaffer et al. 1991; E. Routman, pers. comm.). Live, frozen, or preserved tissues/specimens were shipped to Cornell University from private and
institutional collections, or collected by our laboratory. All
available voucher specimens were deposited in the Cornell
University Museum of Vertebrates or other institutions (see
Appendix).
We isolated genomic DNA from tissues by standard proteinase K extraction, followed by phenol-chloroform purification. We amplified two mitochondrial gene regions: the
ND4-tRNA fragment (including approximately half of the
ND4 gene and the adjacent His-Ser-Leu tRNAs), and the
control region (including the D loop, the adjacent intergenic
spacer, IGS, and the Pro-tRNA; McKnight and Shaffer 1997).
We amplified the ND4-tRNA fragment using primers ND4
(59-CAC CTA TGA CTA CCA AAA GCT CAT GTA GAA
GC-39) and LEU (59-CAT TAC TTT TAC TTG GAT TTG
CAC CA-39; Arévalo et al. 1994), or the species-specific
primers AmbND4F (59-CGC ATA ACC CTA CTA TTA
ACA CC-39) and AmbND4R (59-GGA TGT TAG CAG TTT
CCT TGT T-39). We amplified the control region fragment
using primers THR (59-AAA CAT CGA TCT TGT AAG TC39) and DL1 (59-AAT ATT GAT AAT TCA AGC TCC G39; McKnight and Shaffer 1997). Amplifications were carried
out in 25 ml reactions containing 100 ng of template DNA,
13 Taq Buffer, 1.0 mM of each primer, 0.75 mM dNTPs,
1.5 mM MgCl2, and 0.625 units Taq Polymerase. Amplification profiles for the ND4-tRNA fragment were: initial denaturation, 958C for 5 min, 38–40 cycles of denaturation at
958C for 1 min, annealing at 55–578C for 1 min, and extension
at 728C for 1.5 min; and a final extension at 728C for 5 min.
The control region fragment was amplified with an initial
denaturation at 958C for 5 min, followed by 36 denaturation
cycles at 958C for 1 min, annealing at 48–518C for 1 min,
and extension at 728C for 1.5 min; followed by a final extension at 728C for 5 min.
Successful amplification products were incubated with 10
units of exonuclease I and one unit of shrimp alkaline phosphatase to eliminate nonincorporated oligonucleotides and
dNTPs. Clean products were then used as templates for cycle
sequencing reactions using the PCR amplification primers
and Big Dye terminator sequencing chemistry (Applied Biosystems, Perkin Elmer, Foster City, CA), according to manufacturer protocol. Cycle-sequencing products were cleaned
in Sephadex columns (Princeton Separation Inc., Adelphia,
NJ) and electrophoresed on an ABI 377 automated sequencer
(Applied Biosystems). Sequences were verified and aligned
using Sequencher (ver. 3.1; Gene Codes Corp., Ann Arbor,
MI).
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FIG. 1. Geographic distribution of Ambystoma maculatum (shaded) in eastern North America and collection localities for population
samples included in this study. Exact localities for all collection sites are listed in the Appendix, and are identified by alphanumeric
characters. Open and closed circles identify the clade (coastal and interior, respectively) to which individuals in that population belong;
mixed circles represent populations where individuals of both haplotypes were collected syntopically; asterisks indicate fossil Ambystoma
localities discussed in the text.

Phylogenetic Reconstruction
For each gene region and individual we created contiguous
sequences from opposing strands and then manually aligned
all ingroup and outgroup sequences. Alignment of the protein
coding region of ND4-tRNA was straightforward because of
the few insertions and deletions within ingroup and outgroup
taxa. Positional homology in the control region fragment was
more difficult. The D loop region could be aligned for all
taxa; however, this was not possible with the IGS region
because of high polymorphism even within A. maculatum.
The intraspecific divergences in the IGS were sufficiently
high that we could not establish positional homology for all
ingroup and outgroup taxa; therefore, we created two separate
alignments: the first including the tRNA-D loop and the ND4tRNA fragment for all taxa (including outgroups), and the

second including complete sequences (D loop, IGS, ND4,
and adjacent tRNAs) for all ingroup individuals but no outgroup taxa. As a result of large intraspecific genetic divergences between two groups of spotted salamander populations, the second alignment resulted in two independent datasets that grouped haplotypes into two largely divergent phylogroups. Combined, the three aligned datasets were used for
phylogenetic reconstruction to address population structure
at two spatial scales: the aligned tRNA-D loop and ND4tRNA sequences (excluding the IGS) were used for reconstruction of a rooted topology of populations throughout the
range, whereas the two fully aligned datasets (including the
IGS) were used to reconstruct unrooted topologies for a larger
sample of haplotypes within each phylogroup.
We used PAUP* (ver. 4.0b4a; Swofford 1999) for phy-
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logenetic analyses using maximum parsimony (MP) and maximum likelihood (ML). We employed heuristic MP analyses
using the following options: starting trees obtained via stepwise addition, addition sequence 5 random, with 10 addition
sequence replicates, TBR branch swapping, steepest descent
option not in effect, and Multrees option in effect. For heuristic ML analyses we used Modeltest (ver. 3.06; Posada and
Crandall 1998) to choose the model of DNA substitution and
parameter estimates that best fit our data. The output for both
hierarchical likelihood ratio and Akaike information criterion
tests produced the best scores for the fit of our data to the
HKY85 1 G 1 I model. For both MP and ML, we first
estimated the best phylogeny under assumptions of each
method. We then used bootstrapping (Felsenstein 1985) and
decay indices (Bremer 1994) in MP to assess relative nodal
support. Parsimony bootstrapping was performed in PAUP*,
with the same parameters as in the original heuristic searches.
Decay indices were generated in AutoDecay (ver. 4.0.2; Eriksson 1998) using the strict consensus trees obtained in MP.
In the case of one of the unrooted phylogroups, we used the
fast heuristic option for bootstrapping and did not compute
decay indices because of computation time.
Geographical Distance and Nested Clade Analyses
We used statistical parsimony coupled with nested cladistic
analyses (Templeton et al. 1987; Templeton 1998, and references therein) to examine geographic and genetic structuring of spotted salamander populations. We estimated cladograms for all unique haplotypes using statistical parsimony
in the program TCS (ver 1.06; Templeton et al. 1992; Templeton 1998; Clement et al. 2000). Connections for haplotypes that could not be parsimoniously connected at the 95%
confidence level (Templeton et al. 1987) were inferred using
the topology of the MP tree (Fig. 2), and grouped as sister
clades at equal nesting levels (Templeton et al. 1992).
We followed the nesting procedures of Templeton et al.
(1987) to hierarchically group haplotypes until the entire
cladogram was included in the nested structure; ambiguous
connections remained unnested and were included at higher
nesting levels (Templeton and Sing 1993). Tip or interior
status was inferred from the position of each haplotype in
the network, and when ambiguous, we used outgroup weights
to determine the relative positions of haplotypes in the unrooted network (Castelloe and Templeton 1994). We used an
exact permutation contingency analysis, testing clades within
nested categories against their geographic locality (Templeton et al. 1995); this test of geographical association determines whether haplotypes are significantly associated geographically, but does not offer any information on whether
they are more dispersed or geographically restricted than the
random expectation (Templeton et al. 1995). To further test
the effects of historical population events such as range expansions, colonization, or fragmentation, we performed a
nested geographical distance analysis and compared distances
among collection localities to expected values under the randomized null hypothesis of no geographical association
(Templeton et al. 1995). We created the null distribution with
10,000 permutations of the nesting clades versus sampling
localities, and accepted deviations with a # 0.05 as significant. Both tests of geographical association were imple-

mented in GeoDis (ver. 2.0; Posada et al. 2000), and we used
the inference key (an updated version of Templeton 1998)
to interpret our results. Finally, we also estimated gene and
nucleotide diversity indices implemented in Arlequin (ver.
2.000; Schneider et al. 2000) to test genetic predictions for
those clades for which we inferred range expansion in the
nested clade analysis (Cann et al. 1987; Templeton 1998).
RESULTS
Sequence Variation
We obtained sequences from both gene fragments for 185
spotted salamanders and one individual from each outgroup
(GenBank accession numbers AY186256–AY186538,
AY186597–AY186601); of these, 125 were unique haplotypes for all three gene regions combined (Appendix). We
first aligned 93 unique haplotypes for only the tRNA-D loop
and ND4-tRNA fragments, resulting in sequences 1285 bp
in length: 736 bp from the ND4-tRNA fragment and 549 bp
from the tRNA-D loop. For all analyses, we excluded a total
of 47 bp in four distinct segments of the D loop because of
alignment ambiguities (indels) between outgroup and ingroup
taxa. Of the 1238 bp used in analyses, 306 were variable,
and 170 phylogenetically informative. Uncorrected sequence
divergences between outgroup and ingroup taxa range from
11.82 to 14.56% (mean 13.17%). Sequence divergences
among ingroup taxa range from 0.08 to 7.71% (mean 3.85%).
Our sequence comparisons reveal two very distinct phylogroups that correspond to groups previously identified by
mtDNA restriction-fragment-length polymorphism analyses
(Phillips 1994). For haplotypes within the two phylogroups
we aligned the IGS region, resulting in two smaller datasets
of 35 and 90 haplotypes each (Appendix). The first dataset
includes sequences 1701 bp in length; of these 152 were
variable and 126 phylogenetically informative. The second
group includes aligned sequences 1711 bp in length, of which
207 were variable and 140 phylogenetically informative. As
in previous alignments, we conservatively chose to eliminate
ambiguous regions rather than make assumptions about positional homology. We excluded 35 bp from the first dataset,
and 7 bp from the second; most excluded positions were in
the IGS region, only 4 bp (from both datasets combined)
were excluded from the D loop region. These independently
aligned datasets included fewer ambiguous sites because
comparisons were restricted to populations within clades, and
not among clades or among ingroup/outgroup taxa. For the
entire ND4 and control region fragments, divergences in the
first clade range from 0.06 to 4.60% (mean 2.58%) and from
0.06 to 4.80% (mean 2.47%) in the second.
Phylogenetic Relationships
Phylogeny of 50 exemplar taxa
Our analyses suggest low levels of genetic differentiation
in a geographically widespread clade in the northeastern United States and Canada. These haplotypes form a large polytomy and considerably increase computation time for phylogenetic reconstruction. Therefore, we reduced the number
of mtDNA haplotypes in our initial analyses and included
only exemplar taxa from this northern part of the range. We
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FIG. 2. Maximum-likelihood phylogram for 48 exemplar Ambystoma maculatum mtDNA haplotypes rooted with A. opacum and A.
gracile; branch lengths are proportional to the amount of expected genetic change. The maximum parsimony strict consensus of 4591
most parsimonious trees results in a very similar topology but with less resolution among terminal nodes, particularly in the coastal
clade. Numbers above branches are bootstrap values (.50%, 100 replicates) and those below branches are decay indices for those nodes
recovered in the maximum-parsimony analysis.

estimated absolute pairwise differences among all haplotypes, and eliminated northern haplotypes separated by 2 bp
or less from the total 1285 bp (an absolute divergence of less
than 0.16 %). Thus, we pruned the northern polytomy by
collapsing groups and representing them by single haplotypes
with an alphanumeric identifier of one of the included localities (Appendix). This procedure resulted in 48 exemplar
haplotypes and two outgroup taxa, and decreased the com-

putation time required for phylogenetic reconstruction. For
the most part, our pruning methodology collapsed two large
polytomies (represented by NY1 and ONT1) that include 23
and 53 unique haplotypes, respectively (Fig. 2).
Maximum-parsimony and maximum-likelihood analyses
of our 50 exemplar taxa result in concordant topologies. Maximum likelihood analyses result in an optimized tree with a
likelihood score of 2ln L 5 4414.73 (Fig. 2); MP analyses
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FIG. 3. Maximum parsimony strict consensus tree for 48 most parsimonious trees recovered for all unique haplotypes in the interior
clade (N 5 35; ND4 and control region sequences). Numbers above branches are bootstrap values (.50%, 100 replicates) and those
below branches are decay indices for those nodes recovered in the maximum-parsimony analysis.

result in 4591 most parsimonious trees, each 511 steps in
length (CI 5 0.7065, RI 5 0.9140; consensus not shown).
The most obvious feature of our tree is the well-supported
division of haplotypes into two widely distributed lineages
(Fig. 1) that are concordant with the two phylogroups identified by Phillips (1994). The first lineage (hereafter the interior clade) includes primarily populations in the Interior
Plains, west of the Appalachian Mountains (for biogeographic provinces, see Duellman and Sweet 1999). The second
lineage (hereafter the coastal clade) includes populations distributed along the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains, the eastern Highlands (southern Appalachians), and the Interior
Highlands. The coastal clade is more widespread, extending
into the northeastern United States and Canada, and into Texas and Oklahoma along the western edge of the range. In
Mississippi (population M2), South Carolina (S1), and In-

diana (F3), individuals of both the coastal and interior haplotype lineages occur syntopically (Fig. 1).
The two clades differ in degree of resolution and nodal
support (Fig. 2). The coastal clade includes recently diverged
haplotypes, as evidenced by the shorter branches in the ML
phylogram and lower bootstrap values. Haplotypes from the
southeastern Coastal Plains (NC, SC) are basal to other populations in this clade. Haplotypes from the other southern states
(LA, GA, MO, MS, OK, TN) form a shallowly diverged clade
that includes two large polytomies of populations in the northeastern United States and Canada (represented by haplotypes
NY1, PA1, VA1, ONT1). In contrast, the interior clade contains two well-supported groups that are geographically continuous. Interior clade A includes populations in AL, MS, NC,
and SC; interior clade B includes a radiation of haplotypes in
the Interior Plains (IL, IN, TN, KY, WI, MI, ONT; Fig. 2).
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FIG. 4. Maximum parsimony strict consensus tree for 86,482 most-parsimonious trees recovered for all unique haplotypes in the coastal
clade (N 5 90; ND4 and control region sequences). Numbers above branches are bootstrap values (.50%, 10,000 fast-heuristic replicates)
for those nodes recovered in the maximum-parsimony analysis.

Phylogeny of all unique haplotypes
We reconstructed midpoint-rooted MP topologies of the
interior and coastal clades using unique haplotypes of all gene
regions combined (Figs. 3 and 4). Our analysis of interior

clade haplotypes results in 48 equally parsimonious trees (L
5 219; CI 5 0.7181; RI 5 0.9265); the strict consensus
topology for the interior clade (Fig. 3) is similar to that obtained in our rooted analysis. The more inclusive analysis of
90 unique coastal clade haplotypes yields 86,482 most par-
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FIG. 5.

simonious trees (L 5 335; CI 5 0.6314; RI 5 0.9484). The
strict consensus of these trees (Fig. 4) demonstrates the extreme genetic similarity among all populations along the
northern Atlantic Coastal Plain (included in haplotype groups
ONT1 and NY1), presumably due to recent colonization of
this region.
Nested Clade Analyses
Haplotypes of the interior and coastal phylogroups differing by as many as 18 mutational steps could be parsimoniously connected at the 95% confidence level (Templeton et
al. 1987). Cladogram estimation resulted in four independent
networks for interior clade populations (Fig. 5) and six for
the coastal clade populations (Fig. 6). The interior clade net-
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works include 35 unique haplotypes from 20 localities primarily distributed in the Interior Plains. The coastal clade
networks include 90 unique haplotypes from 65 Interior
Highland and Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain localities. All
networks are entirely concordant with our phylogenetic analyses for interior and coastal clade populations (Figs. 3, 4).
Our hierarchical nesting procedures resulted in seven nested levels for the interior clade and nine for the coastal clade
(Figs. 5, 6, and 7). Six nested groups in the interior clade
and nine in the coastal clade showed significant geographical
associations in nested contingency tests (Table 1). Further,
a nested distance analysis of the dispersion of clades suggests
that eight nested groups in the interior clade and 11 in the
coastal clade show geographic distributions that are signifi-

←

FIG. 5. Nested cladistic haplotype network for 35 interior clade haplotypes from 20 localities. Each line in the network represents a
single mutational change; open circles are inferred intermediate haplotypes not sampled in our study. Boxes or polygons enclose haplotypes
at each nested level; gray arrows and identifiers in italics are the unique names for each nested clade. Haplotype names and their
geographical distributions are listed in the Appendix. Clades with significant geographical associations in nested cladistic analysis are
listed in Table 2.
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FIG. 6.

cantly different from random expectations (Tables 2 and 3).
We infer from these patterns of genetic variation that past
fragmentation, followed by contiguous range expansion, has
occurred in both the interior and coastal lineages of the spotted salamander (Table 4). In addition, patterns of isolation
by distance, suggesting reduced gene flow, occur in certain
regions occupied by both phylogroups (Table 4; Fig. 8). We
infer from the relatively high-level clades at which the associations are significant that these processes occurred early
in the radiation of this group and were likely important de-
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terminants of the genetic differentiation among populations.
More recently, restricted gene flow and patterns of isolation
by distance contributed to population structure. The significant processes detected with nested clade analysis and their
geographical locations are represented in Figure 8.
Our haplotype networks illustrate that tip clades are more
widespread geographically than ancestral haplotypes, an expectation of range expansion (Cann et al. 1987; Templeton
1998). As predicted, estimates of gene and nucleotide diversity are significantly lower in tip clades (Table 5), sup-

←

FIG. 6. Nested cladistic haplotype network for 90 coastal clade haplotypes from 65 localities. Each line in the network represents a
single mutational change; open circles are inferred intermediate haplotypes not sampled in our study. Boxes or polygons enclose haplotypes
at each nested level; gray arrows and identifiers in italics are the unique names for each nested clade. Haplotype names and their
geographical distributions are listed in the Appendix. Clades with significant geographical associations in nested cladistic analysis are
listed in Table 3.
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FIG. 7. Higher level nested arrangement for interior and coastal
haplotype networks separated by more than 18 mutational steps.
Networks connections exceeding the 95% parsimony limit (dashed
lines) were inferred by comparison with the phylogenetic tree inferred from the same dataset.

porting the inference that these regions were colonized
through range expansion from ancestral types in southern
Appalachian refugia.
DISCUSSION
General Phylogeographic Patterns
Our analyses reveal the existence of two reciprocally
monophyletic clades derived from ancestral populations in
the southern Appalachian region (Figs. 2–4). We hypothesize
that these arose because of isolation in independent refugia
(Fig. 8), and this likely explains the surprisingly high intraspecific genetic variation in the spotted salamander. Despite
its widespread distribution and high levels of intraspecific
genetic differentiation, no subspecies have been described in
spotted salamanders. Limited data on patterns of geographic
variation in body size, developmental rate, costal groove
counts, number of teeth, and spot color patterns suggest that

morphology does not vary substantially across the range
(DuShane and Hutchison 1944; Smith 1961). However, Smith
(1961) suggested that morphological differences between
populations from northeastern Illinois and other parts of the
state might eventually lead to recognition of two subspecies.
A detailed analysis of morphological variation across the
range may reveal patterns that have thus far gone undetected.
Nonetheless, genetic divergence within spotted salamanders
exceeds that observed among populations and even species
of other taxa with similar distributions (Burbrink et al. 2000;
Weisrock and Janzen 2000).
Within the coastal clade, the first two significant patterns
in our nested clade analysis are genetic signatures of contiguous range expansion from the eastern flanks of the southern
Appalachian Mountains (clade 9–2; population P6) and from
the Piedmont and Coastal Plain regions of North Carolina
and South Carolina (Figs. 1, 8B; populations P1, P4, P5, S1,
S2). This pattern is consistent with a southern Appalachian
refugia for the coastal clade with an initial expansion into
the Coastal Plain (clade 8–2), followed by extensive range
expansion northward (after glacial retreat) and westward
along the Gulf Coastal Plains to the Interior Highlands (Fig.
8B).
The pattern of historical isolation is less clear for interior
clade haplotypes. Our results suggest fragmentation between
ancestral populations in the Allegheny Plateau (in the southern Highlands of extreme western North Carolina) and further
north in the Interior Plains (Fig. 8A). Alternatively, this basal
divergence between interior clades A and B could indicate
isolation in independent refugia on opposite flanks of the
southern Highlands. Following this initial divergence we
again see that tip clades have larger ranges and the genetic
signature for a contiguous range expansion northward (from
clade 6–2) to the extreme northern range of this clade in
Michigan and Wisconsin. Thus, the geographic patterns of
initial divergence and subsequent dispersal for both interior
and coastal clades suggest that ancestral populations diverged
in allopatry and occupied at least two, and possibly three
refugia in the southeastern North America.
A previous study focusing on Interior Highland populations of spotted salamanders revealed a haplotype group distributed in the Central Highlands and Atlantic Coastal Plain,
seemingly bisected by a very divergent haplotype from populations in the Interior Plains (Phillips 1994). Limited sampling in that study restricted tests of these biogeographic

TABLE 1. Significant nested contingency analysis of geographical associations for clades in our interior and coastal networks. Tests of
geographical associations of haplotypes were performed with an exact permutation contingency analysis, in which clades with geographic/
genetic variation are tested against locality.
Interior clade

x2

P

Clade 2-3D
Clade 3-1B
Clade 3-2B
Clade 4-1B
Clade 6-1
Clade 7-1
Total cladogram

12.00
8.00
16.00
16.13
25.44
41.00
52.00

0.0190
0.0360
0.0010
0.0123
0.0002
,0.0001
,0.0001

Coastal clade

Clade 1-58
Clade 2-11
Clade 3-24
Clade 4-5
Clade 5-4
Clade 5-6
Clade 6-1
Clade 7-1
Clade 9-1
Total cladogram

x2

P

75.00
9.00
101.20
38.00
21.22
155.24
93.00
118.00
126.00
129.00

0.0208
0.0278
0.0229
0.0249
0.0038
0.0201
,0.0001
,0.0001
,0.0001
0.0074
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TABLE 2. Results of the nested geographic distance analysis for Ambystoma maculatum populations in the interior clade. For each nested
clade with significant geographical associations we report the levels of clade/haplotype dispersion (DC), displacement from clades at
higher nesting levels (DN), and the tip-interior contrasts when available. Clade designations correspond to higher-level clades depicted
in Figures 5–7. Significant probabilities (P , 0.05, indicated by asterisk) for larger (1) or smaller (2) than expected distance values
are based on comparisons with the null hypothesis of no geographical association derived from 10,000 permutations of the data.
Position

DC

P

DN

P

10.1695
10.5049
20.0657
20.1695

Clade 2-3D
Clade 1-3D
Clade 1-4D
Clade 1-5D
I-T clades

tip
interior
interior
—

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

11.0000
20.0540
20.2639
20.0190*

229.7268
67.8174
38.3265
2173.7057

Clade 3-1B
Clade 2-1B
Clade 2-2B
I-T clades

tip
interior
—

0.0000
93.3817
93.3817

20.2511
10.0360*
10.0360*

61.9086
95.9229
34.0143

20.0360*
10.0360*
10.0360*

Clade 3-2B
Clade 2-3B
Clade 2-4B

interior
interior

195.9887
385.7973

20.0107*
10.0522

220.7552
417.7747

20.0051*
10.0269*

Clade 4-1B
Clade 3-1B
Clade 3-2B

interior
interior

88.3642
319.2650

20.0002*
20.1361

403.2538
345.4758

10.3438
20.3502

Clade 4-3
Clade 3-3A
Clade 3-4A
Clade 3-5A
I-T clades

tip
tip
interior
—

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

20.1943
11.0000
20.1965
20.3338

137.8304
148.1788
241.8461
100.5662

20.0944
10.5907
10.0995
10.0320*

Clade 6-1
Clade 5-2
Clade 5-3

tip
tip

361.2334
563.5070

20.0041*
10.0010*

367.5954
616.6162

20.0029*
10.0001*

Clade 7-1
Clade 6-1
Clade 6-2
I-T clades

tip
interior
—

429.8506
123.4592
2306.3914

10.0375*
20.0001*
20.0004*

429.7758
254.6161
2175.1597

10.0399
20.0306*
20.0300*

Total interior clade
Clade 7-1
Clade 7-2
I-T clades

tip
interior
—

392.2416
260.3793
2131.8623

20.0000*
20.0042*
20.1281

413.7978
585.6429
171.8451

20.0044*
10.0574*
10.0356*

patterns; based on the available evidence, Phillips (1994)
hypothesized that historical barriers to gene flow account for
the initial divergence between the lineages, but stochastic
lineage sorting of ancestral polymorphism accounts for the
spatial disjunction in the Central Highlands. However, we
find that patterns of differentiation within the coastal clade
are consistent with range expansion from a single refugium
along the eastern flanks of the southern Appalachians; coastal
clade haplotypes are distributed in both the Atlantic and Gulf
Coastal Plains, as well as in the Interior Highlands populations in the western part of the species range (OK, AR, and
MO). This pattern could only have resulted from expansion
along the Gulf Coastal Plain despite the large physical barriers (e.g., the Mississippi River system) that we might assume would impede range expansion in this direction. This
distribution is largely concordant with geography; the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains are unique geographic regions,
separated from the Piedmont of the southern Appalachians
by a topographic boundary referred to as the Fall Line.
Throughout the Plio-Pleistocene the Coastal Plains were dispersal corridors for many taxa, especially when sea levels

dropped leaving habitat available along the Gulf Coast (Auffenberg and Milstead 1965; Swift et al. 1986).
The Central Highland pre-Pleistocene vicariance hypothesis posits that an east-west vicariant event isolated populations from the eastern and Interior Highlands. Our data do
not show a pattern of east-west genetic structure within the
coastal clade (Figs. 2, 4); rather, variation within the coastal
clade is best explained by the Central Highland dispersal
hypothesis and suggests that Interior Highland populations
as well as the large and undifferentiated northern clade are
a result of contiguous range expansion (Fig. 8B). Phillips
(1994) noted low genetic diversity in 16 populations in the
Ozark Mountains (MO, AR), a signature that the region was
only recently colonized; however, he could not determine the
origin of colonizing lineages or whether lower diversity was
a result of a bottleneck in the founding populations. Our data
permit us to infer the origins of populations in these regions
and to estimate the relative timing of these dispersal events.
We find that the significant geographical associations of haplotypes in the Interior Highlands occur at relatively low nesting levels (Clade 5-4; Table 3; Fig. 6). Judging from the
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TABLE 3. Results of the nested geographic distance analysis for Ambystoma maculatum populations in the coastal clade. For each nested
clade with significant geographical associations we report the levels of clade/haplotype dispersion (DC), displacement from clades at
higher nesting levels (DN), and the tip-interior contrasts when available. Clade designations correspond to higher-level clades depicted
in Figures 5–7. Significant probabilities (P , 0.05, indicated by asterisk) for larger (1) or smaller (2) than expected distance values
are based on comparisons with the null hypothesis of no geographical association derived from 10,000 permutations of the data.
Position

DC

P

DN

P

Clade 2-11
Clade 1-18
Clade 1-19
I-T clades

tip
interior
—

0.0000
20.2332
20.2332

20.2802
20.0278*
20.4060

274.7143
92.9481
2181.7662

10.0278*
20.0278*
20.0278*

Clade 3-21
Clade 2-24
Clade 2-25
Clade 2-28
I-T clades

tip
tip
interior
—

57.0801
414.1101
213.8821
2164.5250

20.1006
10.1224
20.0005*
20.0276*

161.2352
471.5688
289.0191
2151.5163

10.0690
10.0100*
20.0921
20.0583

Clade 3-24
Clade 2-29
Clade 2-30
Clade 2-36
Clade 2-37
Clade 2-38
Clade 2-39

interior
interior
interior
interior
interior
interior

583.8860
0.0000
130.5428
0.0000
384.2234
0.0000

10.1454
20.8297
20.2076
20.8312
20.4677
20.8306

592.2401
724.3535
152.9298
267.4960
519.0516
550.3394

10.1254
10.2982
20.0244*
0.5205
10.4349
10.3510

Clade 4-5
Clade 3-5
Clade 3-7
Clade 3-9
Clade 3-10

interior
interior
interior
interior

48.5636
16.4513
0.0000
119.2195

20.0000*
20.0803
20.0299*
20.0302*

547.4504
287.4718
45.3287
278.0655

10.0000*
20.3677
20.0299*
10.1681

Clade 4-6
Clade 3-14
Clade 3-15
Clade 3-16
Clade 3-17
Clade 3-18
I-T clades

tip
tip
interior
interior
interior
—

0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
20.0000

20.2648
10.1629
20.8310
20.8279
20.8383
10.2648

329.3714
401.4234
208.9798
208.9798
208.9798
2144.4098

10.3997
10.1629
20.4996
20.4998
20.5010
20.0499*

Clade 5-4
Clade 4-4
Clade 4-5

tip
tip

338.4957
214.2559

10.3711
20.0414*

348.3749
286.6381

10.2434
20.1344

Clade 5-6
Clade 4-9
Clade 4-10
Clade 4-11
Clade 4-12
I-T clades

tip
tip
tip
interior
—

38.8813
355.5623
510.1380
233.4285
2152.2458

20.006*
20.0032*
10.1736
20.0577
20.2278

467.9102
380.0368
605.3998
406.8316
246.0320

10.3941
20.0202*
20.0101*
20.4162
20.4210

Clade 6-1
Clade 5-5
Clade 5-6

tip
tip

281.6353
452.3541

20.0333*
20.0000*

1197.8176
464.1854

10.0000*
20.0002*

Clade 7-1
Clade 6-1
Clade 6-2
I-T clades

tip
interior
—

528.9177
328.5056
2200.4121

20.0000*
20.0000*
20.0489*

642.1089
1103.3788
461.2699

20.0000*
10.0000*
10.0000*

Clade 9-1
Clade 8-1
Clade 8-2
I-T clades

tip
interior
—

753.8929
117.1141
2636.7788

10.2200
20.0000*
20.0000*

759.1536
571.0821
2188.0715

10.0629
20.1094
10.1064

Total coastal clade
Clade 9-1
Clade 9-2
I-T clade

tip
interior
—

745.9983
0.0000
2745.7055

10.2335
20.0000*
20.0000*

746.6947
404.9892
2341.7055

10.1544
20.0526
20.0541
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TABLE 4.
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Demographic inferences from nested geographical distance analyses for the interior and coastal clades (after Templeton 1998).

Clade

Interior clade
Clade 2-3D
Clade 3-1B
Clade 3-2B
Clade 4-1B
Clade 4-3A
Clade 6-1
Clade 7-1
Total cladogram
Coastal clade
Clade 2-11
Clade 3-21
Clade 3-24
Clade 4-5
Clade 4-6
Clade 5-4
Clade 5-6
Clade 6-1
Clade 7-1
Clade 9-1
Total cladogram

Inference chain

1-2-11-12-No
1-2-3-4-No
1-2
1-2-3-4-9-No
1-2-3-4-9-10-No
1-2
1-2-11-12-No
1-2-3-5-15-No
1-2-11-12-No
1-2-11-12-No
1-2
1-2-3-5-15-16-18-Yes
1-2-11-12-No
1-2-3-4-No
1-2-11-12-No
1-2-3-5-15-No
1-2-11-12-13-Yes
1-2-11-12-No
1-2-11-12-No

relative depth of differentiation among lineages that emerged
from the coastal clade refugium, colonization and differentiation of the Interior Highland populations from more southeastern populations on the Gulf Coastal Plain may be as

Inferred pattern

contiguous range expansion
restricted gene flow, isolation by distance
undetermined tip/interior status—inconclusive
past fragmentation
sampling inadequate to distinguish between past
fragmentation or isolation by distance
undetermined tip/interior status—inconclusive
contiguous range expansion
past fragmentation
contiguous range expansion
contiguous range expansion
undetermined tip/interior status—inconclusive
sampling inadequate to distinguish between past
fragmentation or isolation by distance
contiguous range expansion
restricted gene flow, isolation by distance
contiguous range expansion
past fragmentation
long-distance colonization
contiguous range expansion
contiguous range expansion

recent as the northern range expansion that occurred after the
last glaciation (both at the fifth hierarchical nesting level;
Fig. 6). Our results show conclusively that dispersal from a
refugial population in the eastern Highlands, rather than an

FIG. 8. Summary of the major inferred historical processes and events that led to the current distribution of Ambystoma maculatum
haplotypes in (A) the interior clade, and (B) the coastal clade. Dashed lines delimit biogeographical provinces or regions discussed in
the text: (I) Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains, (II) eastern (Appalachian) Highlands, (III) Interior Plains. Solid lines encompass populations
identified as ancestral in each clade in nested clade analyses. Hatched lines indicate probable fragmentation events among historically
isolated groups of populations. Solid arrows indicate contiguous range expansions and dashed arrows indicate areas of restricted gene
flow and/or isolation by distance.
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TABLE 5. Standard diversity and molecular indices within interior and coastal clades. Tip clades identified by nested clade analysis had
significantly lower gene (heterozygosity, H; Nei 1987) and nucleotide (p; Tajima 1983; Nei 1987) diversity than interior haplotypes in
the networks. For these diversity indices we report the mean 6 sampling variance, results from paired t-tests and level of significance
(P).
H

t-paired

df

P

p

t-paired

df

P

Interior clade
Interior
Tip

0.9942 6 0.0193
0.8598 6 0.0327

3.000

50

0.001

58.193 6 26.307
18.549 6 8.437

30.954

50

,0.0001

Coastal clade
Interior
Tip

0.9101 6 0.0199
0.5403 6 0.0466

11.808

129

,0.0001

27.934 6 12.452
10.370 6 4.777

30.724

129

,0.0001

ancient vicariant event, is the primary mechanism resulting
in the close affinities of populations in the eastern and western
segments of the Central Highlands (Fig. 8B).
The interior clade is more restricted in geographic distribution and is composed of two well-supported population
groups that resulted from a past fragmentation event, and
possibly refugial isolation (Figs. 2, 3, and 8A). One subclade
consists of populations that extend southward into the Coastal
Plains and show evidence of genetic isolation by distance.
The second radiation resulted from northward expansion into
the Interior Plains. Nested clade analyses indicate that, as
with the coastal clade, dispersal from refugial populations
was important in shaping current population structure, although the interior clade also shows evidence of deeper genetic structure due to fragmentation.
Effects of Glaciation
Periodic development of ice sheets over North America
began as early as 2.4 million years ago (Shackleton and Opdyke 1977; Shackleton et al. 1984). It is tempting to attribute
deep divergences within our focal species to Pleistocene
range reductions, the most recent of which occurred only
18,000 to 23,000 years ago. However, fossils assigned to A.
maculatum from Kansas date to the lower Pliocene (Fig. 1;
Holman 1975; Estes 1981) and fossil forms assigned to the
maculatum species group (and possibly ancestral spotted salamander forms; Holman 1975) were diagnosable by the upper
Miocene (Tihen and Chantell 1963; Estes and Tihen 1964).
Thus, population differentiation in this species may span the
last 10 million years, a period characterized by drastic and
repeated changes in geological and climatic conditions (Potts
and Behrensmeyer 1992; Webb and Bartlein 1992). Our data
are concordant with patterns found in other taxa (Taberlet et
al. 1998; Klicka and Zink 1999; Hewitt 2000) which range
expansions into glaciated areas are very recent, but the initial
genetic divergences among clades are substantially older than
the most recent glacial cycles.
The genetic consequences of rapid range expansion have
been investigated in other taxa (e.g., Bermingham and Avise
1986; Bernatchez and Wilson 1998; Hewitt 2000). Colonizing lineages typically have lower genetic diversity and occupy larger geographic areas (McAllister et al. 1986; Hewitt
1996; Ibrahim et al. 1996; Bernatchez and Wilson 1998) because expanding populations have only subsets of the haplotype variation found in the ancestral geographic range
(Cann et al. 1987; Templeton 1998). This pattern reflects the

leading edge hypothesis of population expansion (Hewitt
2000) and is characteristic of tip clades found in more recently colonized regions (Cann et al. 1997; Templeton 1998).
Colonizing populations moving into newly created habitats
reproduce exponentially and thus reduce the probability that
interior populations (those most geographically proximal to
the refugial population) will act as colonizers. As a consequence, interior populations have more restricted ranges because they were blocked from expansion as a result of demographic and competitive effects, and their genetic structure
will persist in situ for some time (Hewitt 1996; Bernatchez
and Wilson 1998). In addition, populations that do colonize
may already have reduced genetic diversity because of reduced population sizes and/or bottlenecks (Bernatchez and
Wilson 1998; Hewitt 2000). As a result, the genetic architecture of colonizing/edge populations will differ strongly
from that of interior populations. Both characteristic genetic
signatures of the leading edge model for expansion are evident in tip clades of both spotted salamander phylogroups:
genetic divergences in recently glaciated regions are significantly lower, and their ranges are larger (Fig. 8).
The two widespread mitochondrial clades in A. maculatum
come into secondary contact in several regions of overlap.
Despite our relatively limited sampling within populations
(we sampled a maximum of eight individuals per locality)
we uncovered populations where both haplotype lineages coexist (Fig. 1), but sympatric populations are possibly more
widespread. Isolation in independent refugia has been implicated in the initial development of reproductive isolation
among highly divergent mitochondrial lineages in other taxa
(e.g., rainbow smelt, Bernatchez 1997; whitefish, Lu and Bernatchez 1998), but in most cases niche partitioning further
limits gene flow between the two sympatric lineages. We do
not know whether spotted salamanders mate independently
of mitochondrial haplotype or whether hetero- and homotypic
crosses are equally successful; we are currently investigating
populations in these contact zones using nuclear markers to
test for assortative mating.
Many of the zones of secondary contact that we identified
are common genetic contact zones among phylogroups, subspecies, or species of other widespread North American terrestrial vertebrates (Remington 1968; Hewitt 1996, 2000;
Burbrink et al. 2000). These findings suggest that similar
climatic changes or topographical features may have influenced the distribution of variation at different hierarchical
levels. In North America and Europe, the continents most
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affected by periodic glacial and climate changes, there are
cases in which closely related species have hybridized after
range expansion and secondary contact (Remington 1968;
Hewitt 2000). When these differentiated lineages came into
contact, they formed hybrid zones that were clustered in geographic areas referred to as suture zones (Remington 1968).
Many of these interspecific suture zones are also concordant
with regions of secondary contact for divergent intraspecific
lineages (Hewitt 2000).
In eastern North America, Remington (1968) identified
four major or minor suture zones of hybrid interactions between recently joined biotas, three of which correspond to
secondary contact zones between spotted salamander mitochondrial lineages. The first is a northeastern-central suture
zone that extends from eastern Massachusetts to central Minnesota, and is a major zone of hybridization between northern
and southern relatives of several vertebrate species pairs. This
suture zone extends southward in a narrow zone along the
northern Appalachian Mountains (Remington 1968), and coincides with the main axis of the northern contact zone between interior and coastal clade haplotypes in the northernmost range of spotted salamanders (Figs. 1 and 8).
Two minor suture zones also relevant to this study are (1)
the Louisiana-east Texas zone largely concordant with the
Mississippi embayment region and the western Coastal Plain
of southeastern Texas; and (2) the Ozark-Ouachita-Appalachian suture zone in Missouri and Alabama. Many taxa with
widespread distributions in the southeast reach their westernmost limits at the Mississippi River (Remington 1968;
Burbrink et al. 2000), and in this region spotted salamanders
also show phylogenetic structure. Most populations on either
side of the Mississippi River belong to a subclade of the
coastal clade (Figs. 1 and 4); however, the Mississippi River
is not an impermeable barrier in the current distributions of
genealogical lineages of many modern taxa (e.g., Burbrink
et al. 2000), and the same holds for the spotted salamander.
In most populations the two mtDNA lineages segregate at
the Mississippi River, but a single population in Illinois (E5)
indicates that this river has not been a complete barrier to
dispersal for this species. The Ozark-Ouachita-Appalachian
suture zone is also evident between the interior and coastal
clades of spotted salamanders just east of the Ozarks in eastern Missouri (Remington 1968).
The spatial concordance in these suture zones across taxa
of very different ecologies and lineages underscores the significance of topography as a determinant of geographic genetic variation. These suture zones represent regions where
secondary contact occurs more frequently, independent of the
taxa, positions of the historical refugia, and rates of range
expansion. Perhaps the most surprising aspect of these suture
zones is the fact that they span hierarchical levels of phylogenetic relationships. Secondary contact in spotted salamanders at these zones occurs between intraspecific lineages,
but many of the introgressing lineages first characterized in
these zones are closely related species (Remington 1968).
Whether two lineages become reproductively isolated before
secondary contact depends on a number of factors, including
taxon-specific rates of genetic differentiation, the severity of
range reduction, refugial population sizes, and the timing of
allopatric isolation. It is clear from our study and others that
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the same topographical features that shape the spatial arrangement of lineages along these suture zones have effects
on diversification within species.
Life History, Demography, and Intraspecific
Genetic Variation
We can interpret geographic patterns of genetic population
structure in light of lineage specific life-history and demographic characteristics. The patterns of geographic genetic
differentiation we uncovered in Ambystoma maculatum are
qualitatively similar to patterns in other congeners, but not
representative of all North American salamanders. Generally,
genetic differentiation in Ambystoma salamanders is characterized by widely distributed and relatively uniform clades;
sharp phylogeographic breaks, when present, are always associated with historical or current barriers to gene flow (e.g.,
Phillips 1994; Donovan et al. 2000; Tallmon et al. 2000; this
study). This genetic signature contrasts with patterns found
in the Plethodontidae, another radiation of North American
salamanders. These two salamander radiations (Ambystomatidae and Plethodontidae), although widely overlapping in
distribution (Duellman and Sweet 1999), differ dramatically
in mating systems, life histories, dispersal potentials, and
ecologies. Therefore, these two monophyletic assemblages
may serve as good models to investigate the relative importance of species attributes on population differentiation (Arnold 2000; Hewitt 2000). Many plethodontids are terrestrial
breeders, mate in pairs or small groups (Verrell 1989), and
exhibit species-specific courtship displays. Accordingly,
plethodontids are highly differentiated at mitochondrial and
nuclear markers over small geographic scales (e.g., Tilley
and Schwerdtfeger 1981; Verrell and Tilley 1992; Moritz et
al. 1992; Highton 1995; Tilley and Mahoney 1996; GarciaParı́s et al. 2000). Given these differences in biology and
genetic structuring, future rangewide studies should focus on
the links between demography, mating strategy, life history,
and population genetic differentiation. These species-specific
attributes have been traditionally viewed as idiosyncrasies
that confound expected patterns of concordance, and this has
prompted emphasis on comparative phylogeographic studies
of species with similar characteristics (Joseph et al. 1995;
Schneider et al. 1998; Donovan et al. 2000). We propose that
comparative studies of species specifically chosen for their
unique and/or convergent ecologies will allow us to assess
the contribution of these characteristics as determinants of
population differentiation, and ultimately, help us discern
their interaction with historical factors in modulating population structure and perhaps explain differences among lineages in patterns of speciation.
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State/province

898099W
898249W
928129W
918229W
908339W
908119W
918049W
788439W
788559W
748109W
768279W
758019W
728259W
748319W
768549W

318039N,
348259N,
388459N,
378449N,
388319N,
368579N,
378559N,
428209N,
438109N,
418309N,
428279N,
448359N,
408549N,
418329N,
438149N,
Forest
Lafayette
Boone
Dent
St. Louis
Stoddard
Washington
Cattaraugus
Niagara
Orange
Tompkins
St. Lawrence
Suffolk
Sullivan
Wayne
MS2
MS1,MS3
MO1,OK1
MO1
MO1
LA2,MO1
MO1
ONT1
ONT1
NY1,ONT1
ONT1
NY1
NY1
NY1
ONT1
57
3,50
60,72
62
59
60,65
61
98,115
100,107
47,119
111,116
41,44,48
37,38
37
107
C
C,I
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

M1
M2
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8

New York (NY)

Missouri (MO)

Mississippi (MS)

Michigan (MI)

Massachusetts (MA)

2
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

768529W
708049W
718229W
728219W
878309W
838439W

398039N,
418419N,
428309N,
428279N,
468309N,
428169N,
Prince George’s
Barnstable
Middlesex
Franklin/Worcester
Marquette
Washtenaw

ONT1
NY1
NY1
ONT1
MI2,WI1
MI1

113,117
46
45
114,116
24,25
18

C
C
C
C
I
I

3
1
1
2
2
6

J2
K1
K2
K3
L1
L2

Maine (ME)
Maryland (MD)

Kentucky (KY)
Louisiana (LA)

898149W
898389W
848599W
858389W
858389W
848279W
908119W
908549W
918029W
678349W
788559W

378279N,
388259N,
398319N,
388589N,
408049N,
368589N,
308259N,
308179N,
308299N,
458309N,
398399N,

Union
Washington
Franklin
Jennings
Henry
Pulaski
St. Tammany
Ascension
East Baton Rouge
Washington
Allegany

IL1,IL6
MO1
IN1,IN2
IN3,IN4
MI1,ONT1
KY1,KY2,KY3
LA2
LA2
LA1,LA2
ONT1
NY1,PA1

12–13,22
58
29,30
32,33
19,107
31,34,35
71
67,68
66,69,70
122,123
36,88,94

I
C
I
I
I,C
I
C
C
C
C
C

4
1
3
2
2
3
1
2
3
2
4

418359N, 848459W
388549N, 888569W

Cook
Fayette

IL6
IL2

21
17

I
I

858369W
858489W
908339W
948229W
738249W
728079W
858219W
898239W

Coordinates

328299N,
338509N,
358599N,
368069N,
418189N,
418529N,
348429N,
378099N,

County/district

Macon
Calhoun
Greene
Washington
Fairfield
Windham
Walker
Alexander

Haplotype group

AL4
AL1,AL2,AL3
LA2
OK1
NY1,ONT1
NY1,ONT1
GA1,GA2
IL3,IL4,IL5,IL7

Haplotype no.

5
1,2,4
63
64,73,74
37,116
44,116,121
51,52–54
14,15,16,20

I
I
C
C
C
C
C
I

Clade

E4
E5
F1
F2
F3
G1
H1
H2
H3
I1
J1

Indiana (IN)

n

1
3
2
4
2
3
5
4
1
3

Georgia (GA)
Illinois (IL)

Connecticut (CT )

Arkansas (AR)

Alabama (AL)

E2
E3

A1
A2
B1
B2
C1
C2
D1
E1

Locality

CU 13029
CU 13243–13245
CU 12924, 12926
CU 13260–13261
AMNH A165667–A165668
CU 13014, 13015, 13017
CU 13052, 13053
CAP 1371–1372, CAP 1392–
1393 (unvouchered)
HBS 3405
CAP 1953–1955
(unvouchered)
CU 13265–13268
CAP 2219 (unvouchered)
CU 12938–12940
CU 12941, 12942
CU 12933, 12934
CU 12965–12967
CU 12948
LSUMZ H-15994–15995
LSUMZ H-15983–15985
JPB 9302, 9432
Am25, Am27–29
(unvouchered)
B11–13 (unvouchered)
CU 13225
CU 13226
CU 13227, 13229
CU 13022, 13023
CU 12923, MVZ 187990,
UMMZ 186098–186101
CU 13264
CU 13035, 13269
CU 12928–12930
CU 13277
CU 13160
CU 13036, 13037
CU 13275
AMNH A165753, A165755
AMNH A163521–A163522
AMNH A163504, A163472
CU 13190–13191
CU 13042–13044
CU 12946–12947
AMNH A165746–A165747
AMNH A165750–A165751

Voucher specimens

APPENDIX
Collection data for Ambystoma maculatum and outgroup specimens included in this study. For each population sampled (alphanumeric locality codes refer to those in Fig. 1)
we list collection locality (state, county, and exact coordinates), sample sizes (n), the unique mtDNA haplotype numbers present (all gene fragments combined), the haplotype
group (used in the 50 taxon analysis), and the clade (I, interior; C, coastal) represented. When available, institutional accession numbers are listed for voucher specimens;
the remaining collection numbers correspond to the private collections of J. P. Bogart (JPB), C. A. Phillips (CAP), and H. B. Shaffer (HBS).
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X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10
X11
X12
X13
Y1
Z1
Z2
—
—

Oregon (OR)
North Carolina (NC)

Prince Edward Island (PEI)
Quebec (QUE)

Ontario (ONT )

Nova Scotia (NSA)

Wisconsin (WI)

V1

V2
W1
W2
X1
X2
X3
X4

Virginia (VA)

Tennessee (TN)

South Carolina (SC)

Pennsylvania (PA)

S2
T1
T2
U1
U2
U3
U4

S1

North Carolina (NC)

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
Q1
Q2
R1
R2
R3
R4

Oklahoma (OK)

State/province

Locality

788259W
798599W
808019W
788319W
788299W
798409W
788569W
788489W
788509W
638299W
668379W
688289W
1228279W
788349W

428429N,
458599N,
448489N,
458309N,
448209N,
428509N,
448599N,
458119N,
438139N,
438149N,
458359N,
458359N,
448279N,
448439N,
448399N,
448359N,
468139N,
488039N,
488279N,
438449N,
358539N,

Bayfield
Sheboygan
Cumberland
Halifax
Carleton
Grey
Haldimand-Norfolk
Haliburton
Haliburton
Hamilton-Wentworth
Hamilton-Wentworth
Nipissing
Nipissing
Simcoe
Victoria
Victoria
Wellington
Queens
Gaspe Peninsula
Gaspe Peninsula
Lane
Wake

IL6,WI1
IL6
NY1
NY1
NY1
ONT1
MI1
NY1,ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
NY1
NY1
ONT1

22,23,25–27
22
37,39
37
40,42
18,104
18
40,95,96,105
101,103
102
108,110
109
100,107
107
107
100
107
37
43
119
A. gracile
A. opacum

I
I
C
C
C
C
I
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
—
—

8
2
2
2
2
1
1
4
3
3
2
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
—
—

468309N, 918229W
888079W
648029W
638159W
768059W
808459W
808239W
788369W

348239N,
368019N,
368119N,
388059N,
378579N,
388049N,
388589N,

Darlington
Wilson
Anderson
Albemarle
Augusta
Caroline
Prince William/Fairfax

NC3
TN3
TN1,TN2
NY1,VA1
VA1,ONT1
VA1
ONT1,VA1

82
28
55,56
49,93
93,106
89,91,92,125
120,90

C
I
C
C
C
C
C

1
1
2
3
2
3
2

798429W
868079W
848119W
788379W
788599W
778159W
778209W

338169N, 798389W

Berkeley

SC1,SC2,SC3

6,7,77

C,I

3

2
3
1
3
2
3
3
1
2
2
1
3

808509W
838059W
838149W
798479W
788459W
818409W
948499W
948479W
778589W
758279W
768019W
788229W

Coordinates

358319N,
358059N,
358049N,
358399N,
358479N,
368129N,
358599N,
338569N,
408509N,
408339N,
418219N,
418549N,

County/district

Iredell
Jackson
Macon
Randolph
Wake
Watauga
Cherokee
McCurtain
Centre
Lehigh
Luzene
McKean

Haplotype group

NC3
NC4,NC5,NC7
NC6
NC2,NC3
NC2
NC1
OK1
OK2
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1
ONT1,PA1

Haplotype no.

78,79
8,9,10
11
80,81,83
84,85
86
73,75
76
116,118
119,124
112
87,97,116

Clade

C
I
I
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

n

APPENDIX. Continued.

CU 12917–12918
CU 12958–12960
UMMZ 221199
CU 12943–12945
MVZ 144934, 144935
CU 12919–12921
CU 13030–13032
CU 13034
AMNH A163531–A163532
CU 13025, 13026
AMNH A163553
AMNH A165800–A165801,
A165798
UMMZ 186413–186414,
186417
CHM 4544
ROM 16801
CU 12950–12951
CU 13262, 13273–13274
CU 13263, 13272
CU 12953–12955
CU 13018, TR1VA
(unvouchered)
CU 13047–13051, 13270–
13272
CU 13231–13232
MVZ 188015–188016
MVZ 188001, ROM 19494
ROM 18664–18665
JPB 21410
JPB 21133
ROM 21324, 20188, JPB
9962, 9963
ROM 18656–18658
ROM 19463, 20211, 20213
ROM 21403–21404
JPB 13405, 21664
ROM 18660–18662
JPB 9855
ROM 18648, 18649
ROM 18647
JPB 15664
ROM 19480
ROM 19490
ROM 19502
MVZ 173466
MVZ 137256

Voucher specimens
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